
 
 

 
 
 

 
This document has cross-curricular 
language arts, math and social studies 
lesson plans for grades 4-6, tied to the 
Utah Symphony’s 2018-19 full 
orchestra school concert program titled 
STORYTELLING IN MUSIC. 
 
At the end, you’ll also find a word 
match, a crossword puzzle, a glossary 
and a concert evaluation to fill out. 
 
We hope these materials help you and 
your students have an enriched and 
ongoing experience with the music on 
our concerts.   
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LANGUAGE ARTS AND MUSIC 
 
 

4th,  5th , &  6th  Grade Core Language Standards – Knowledge of Language No. 3:  Use 
knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or listening.  
 
4th,  5th , & 6th  Grade Core Writing Standards – Text Types and Purposes No. 3:  Write narratives 
to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, descriptive details, and 
clear event sequences. 
 
Music Standard 6.M.R.6: Explore/express feelings conveyed by a music selection through 
movement, drawing, or writing. 
 
 
Goal:   Students will listen for mood created by a musical passage, expand their vocabulary of 

adjectives and adverbs that might describe a mood, and incorporate those into a short story 
inspired by Prokofiev’s Juliet As  A Young Girl (from Romeo and Juliet). Since students will 
already have learned about the stories that go with the music on their concert, and might be 
predisposed to just use those stories, we are using a piece of music they will not have heard.  

 
Materials: This music can be found on the last page of the Storytelling in Music Elementary Concert Music  

PowerPoint on our Education website.  It is music intended to describe two sides to the  
character (or two moods) of Shakespeare’s Juliet. 

  Board space for listing the adjectives and adverbs 
  Paper, pencils, pens 
 

Listening Map of Prokofiev’s Juliet As  A Young Girl 
   Theme A 0:00-0:40 
   Theme B 0:40-0:58 
   Theme A & B 0:58-1:16 
Activity:  

 Don’t tell your students the name of the music.  This might limit their imaginations. 

 Tell your students that you’re going to spend some time thinking about moods.  We all know we 
feel different moods at different times, and we can usually describe our moods with words.  
Have they ever thought about the way music can describe different moods?  

 Listen to the first 0:40 of the piece.   

 As a class, create a list of adjectives that would describe the kind of sound heard.   

 Listen to the excerpt again. 

 As a class, create a list of adverbs that would describe the kind of sound heard. 

 Now listen to the next section of the piece (0:40-0:58) a couple of times, coming up with a 
second list of adjectives and adverbs for this different sound.   

 Reflect on their choices of adjectives and adverbs in relation to images that come to mind as 
each student imagines a story that could develop. 

 While playing the first 1:16 of the piece, and using the music as inspiration, have the students 
create an outline of a story inspired by the music. 

 Using their outlines and the music as inspiration, have the students write a short story of a 
paragraph or two (or three) inspired by the music, using at least two of the adjectives and two of 
the adverbs from each of the lists.   

 Have the students read their stories to the class. Seek input from your class about how the 
reading of their stories can be enhanced by using the music as background. 
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LANGUAGE ARTS AND MUSIC 
 
 
 

4th and 5th Grade Core Writing Standards – Text Types and Purposes No. 1: Write opinion pieces 
on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons and information. 
 
6th Grade Core Writing Standards – Text Types and Purposes No. 1:  Write arguments to support 
claims with clear reasons and relevant evidence. 
 
 
 
Goal:    Students will write an opinion essay to your principal.   
 
Materials:   The program information from the concert with composer names and pieces. 
  Copies of the crossword puzzle and word match included in these materials for each student to 
  use as reference materials. 
   
Activity:   Another class in your school hopes to attend a Utah Symphony concert as a field trip.  Your 

principal is interested to know whether she/he should approve this field trip.  The principal has 
asked your class to write persuasive essays about why they think other students should, or 
should not, be allowed to attend a concert. 

 
Review what was heard at the concert – the names of the composers and the pieces. 

 
If they haven’t already done this, have your students complete the crossword puzzle and/or 
word match as a review of terminology.  Reference the elements of music mentioned in the 
worksheets (melody, harmony, dynamics, meter, tempo).  Have these words on the board for 
students to refer to.  

 
As much as possible, students should use music vocabulary and terms to make specific 
references to composers, pieces and elements of music that support their point of view. 

 

 Determine your position (pro or con) and any ways your position might be subject to conditions 

 Gather and organize information and ideas that support your position 

 Find ideas that refute your position 

 Consider the ideas that support and refute your position and consider how they contribute to your 
conclusion  

 Write a draft that incorporates all of the above  

 Edit the draft 

 Write the final draft 

 Share with your principal 

 Let the Symphony know what you think by submitting your essays to 
the Utah Symphony: 

 
Kyleene Johnson 
Utah Symphony 
336 North 400 West 
Salt Lake City, Utah  84103 
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MUSIC AND MATH:  M
2 
(REVIEW) 

 
 
 

Grades 4-6 review of skills interpreting, organizing, constructing and analyzing data.   
 
 
 
 
 
Goal:  Students will review concepts and skills involving scaled bar graphs.  
 
Materials: Pencils, crayons, colored pencils or markers, plain paper and/or graph paper 
 
Activity: There are eight pieces of music on this program. Soon after the concert, briefly review the 

pieces heard and take a poll of everyone’s favorite piece (one vote per person!).  Using this 
data, choose among the following as appropriate for your class. 

  

 Using a scaled bar graph, represent the results of the poll. 

 Next, have each student create a graph with a different interval to represent the same data.  
How does this difference in scale change the appearance of the display of data?   
 
 

What conclusions are apparent about differences in music preference among the students in your class using 
the differently scaled graphs? 
 
If other classes from your school attended the concert, suggest they do the same thing.  What conclusions are 
apparent about differences in opinion from class to class?   
 
Combine data from several classes.  Represent the combined classes’ data in the same way as you did for just 
your class.  Compare the results. How are they the same?  How are they different?   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

John Williams   Hook:  Flight to Neverland 
Modest Mussorgsky Night on Bald Mountain 
Igor Stravinsky  Firebird Suite:  Infernal Dance        
Igor Stravinsky  Firebird Suite:  Finale 
Sergei Prokofiev  Cinderella Suite:  Cinderella’s Waltz 
Sergei Prokofiev  Cinderella Suite:  Midnight 
Maurice Ravel  Mother Goose Suite:  Beauty and the Beast 
Hector Berlioz  Symphonie fantastique:  5th movement 
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MUSIC AND MATH:  M
2
 

 
 
 

4th Grade Core Standards 4.NF:  Numbers and Operations - Fractions 
 
 
 
Goal: Students will build fractions by applying and extending previous 

understanding of operations on whole numbers.  
 
Materials: Pencils and paper 
  The list of composers and pieces from page one of these materials 
 
Activity: There are eight pieces of music on this program. Soon after the concert, briefly review the 

pieces heard and take a poll of everyone’s favorite piece (one vote per person!).  Using this 
data, undertake the following calculations.  

 
  

 Represent the preferences for each piece as fractions of the total class.  
 

 Determine which were the three most popular pieces and calculate how many students 
combined liked those pieces. 

o Represent these results as a fraction of the total class. 
o Compare the fractions. 

 

 Determine which were the three least popular pieces and calculate how many students 
combined like those pieces. 

o Represent these results as a fraction of the total class. 
o Compare the fractions. 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Throughout the process refer to the composers’ names often.  Use the discussion of results to 
talk about life skills in relation to our experience with the arts.  Expressing and exchanging 
ideas and feelings about the pieces on the concert can demonstrate the reciprocity involved in 
talking about personal opinions.  And while it’s possible to express class opinions about the 
pieces in quantitative terms using fractions, the qualitative elements that go into forming our 
opinions about each piece – why we like the sound of a piece of music – are sometimes harder 
to analyze and express.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

John Williams   Hook:  Flight to Neverland 
Modest Mussorgsky Night on Bald Mountain 
Igor Stravinsky  Firebird Suite:  Infernal Dance        
Igor Stravinsky  Firebird Suite:  Finale 
Sergei Prokofiev  Cinderella Suite:  Cinderella’s Waltz 
Sergei Prokofiev  Cinderella Suite:  Midnight 
Maurice Ravel  Mother Goose Suite:  Beauty and the Beast 
Hector Berlioz  Symphonie fantastique:  5th movement 
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MUSIC AND MATH:  M
2
 

 
 
 

5th Grade Core Standards 5.NF: Number and Operations - Fractions 
 
 
Goal:  Students will apply and extend previous understandings of  

multiplication and division to multiply and divide fractions. 
 
Materials: Pencils and paper 
  The list of composers and pieces from page one of these materials 
 
 
Activity: There are eight pieces of music on this program. Soon after the concert, briefly review the 

pieces heard and take a poll of everyone’s favorite piece (one vote per person!).  Using this 
data, undertake the following calculations. 

 
  

 Represent the preferences for each piece as fractions of the total class.  
 

 For the piece that was the most popular, imagine the class was twice as large and that the 
same percentage of students liked that piece best.   

o Represent that number as an equivalent fraction.  
o How many students in the larger class would like this piece?   

 

 Do the same with the results for all pieces. 
 

 

 For the piece that was the most popular, imagine the class was half as large and that the 
same percentage of students like that piece best. 

o Represent that number as an equivalent fraction. 
o How many students in the smaller class would like this piece? 

 

 Do the same with the results for all pieces. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Throughout the process, refer to the composers’ names often.  Use the discussion of results 
to talk about life skills in relation to our experience with the arts.  Expressing and 
exchanging ideas and feelings about the pieces on the concert can demonstrate the 
reciprocity involved in talking about personal opinions.  And while it’s possible to express 
class opinions about the pieces in quantitative terms using fractions, the qualitative 
elements that go into forming our opinions about each piece – why we like the sound of a 
piece of music – are sometimes harder to analyze and express.   

 
 

John Williams   Hook:  Flight to Neverland 
Modest Mussorgsky Night on Bald Mountain 
Igor Stravinsky  Firebird Suite:  Infernal Dance        
Igor Stravinsky  Firebird Suite:  Finale 
Sergei Prokofiev  Cinderella Suite:  Cinderella’s Waltz 
Sergei Prokofiev  Cinderella Suite:  Midnight 
Maurice Ravel  Mother Goose Suite:  Beauty and the Beast 
Hector Berlioz  Symphonie fantastique:  5th movement 
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MUSIC AND MATH:  M
2
 

 
 
 

6th Grade Core Standards 6.NS: The Number System 
 
 
Goal:  Students will apply and extend previous understandings of  

multiplication and division to divide fractions by fractions. 
 
Materials: Pencils and paper 
  The list of composers and pieces from page one of these materials 
 
 
Activity: There are eight pieces of music on this. Soon after the concert, briefly review the pieces heard 

and take a poll of everyone’s favorite piece (one vote per person!).  Using this data, undertake 
the following calculations. 

 
 

 Identify the most popular piece. 

 Represent the result as a fraction of the total class. 
o What does this fraction tell us about how much the class liked the music?   
o In another class of the same size, only 1/3 of the students liked that piece.  How 

many students in the other class liked this piece? 
o Repeat this process with several other results. 

 
 

 Assume that 1/2 of the students in the class liked a particular piece (your choice). 
o Out of the total number of students in the class, how many students hypothetically 

liked that piece? 

 Assume that 4/5 of the students in the class liked a particular piece (your choice). 
o Out of the total number of students in the class, how many students hypothetically 

liked that piece? 

 Assume that 1/3 of the students in the class liked a particular piece (your choice). 
o Out of the total number of students in the class, how many students hypothetically 

liked that piece? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Throughout the process, refer to the composers’ names often.  Use the discussion of results 
to talk about life skills in relation to our experience with the arts.  Expressing and 
exchanging ideas and feelings about the pieces on the concert can demonstrate the 
reciprocity involved in talking about personal opinions.  And while it’s possible to express 
class opinions about the pieces in quantitative terms using fractions and decimals, the 
qualitative elements that go into forming our opinions about each piece – why we like the 
sound of a piece of music – are sometimes harder to analyze and express.   

 
 

John Williams   Hook:  Flight to Neverland 
Modest Mussorgsky Night on Bald Mountain 
Igor Stravinsky  Firebird Suite:  Infernal Dance        
Igor Stravinsky  Firebird Suite:  Finale 
Sergei Prokofiev  Cinderella Suite:  Cinderella’s Waltz 
Sergei Prokofiev  Cinderella Suite:  Midnight 
Maurice Ravel  Mother Goose Suite:  Beauty and the Beast 
Hector Berlioz  Symphonie fantastique:  5th movement 
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MUSIC AND SOCIAL STUDIES 
 

 
4th Grade Utah Core Curriculum Standard Introduction:  Students will enlarge their  
world connections as they trace the global travels of people from many diverse cultures  
who now call Utah home. 
 
 
Goal:  Chart the places of origin of the musicians in the Utah Symphony.   
 
Materials: The list on this page; make copies for your students 
  Materials of choice for each student 
 
Activity: The list below shows the state or country of origin of 81 of the musicians in the Utah Symphony.  

Represent these places of origin on a map as a class or individual student project.  Projects that 
can be photographed may be submitted for possible inclusion in the pre-concert PowerPoint 
presentation at this year’s 5

th
 Grade Concerts in Abravanel Hall.   

 
Send to  Kyleene Johnson 

    Utah Symphony 
    336 North 400 West 
    Salt Lake City, Utah  84103 
 
 

 
 

 
State or Country of Origin – Utah Symphony Musicians 

About 93% of Musicians Represented  
   
 

UNITED STATES  
  
 Alaska   1 
 California            12 
 Colorado  1 
 Connecticut  2 
 Florida   2 

Georgia   1 
Illinois   3 

 Indiana   1 
Iowa   1 

 Kentucky  1 
 Maryland  2 
 Michigan  4 
 Minnesota  3 
 Missouri  1 
 New Hampshire  1 
 New Mexico  1 
 New York  3 
 North Carolina  1 
 Ohio   1 
 Oklahoma  2 
 Oregon   1 
 Pennsylvania  3 
 Rhode Island  1 

  
 
 

 
 
South Dakota  1 

 Tennessee  2 
 Texas   5 
 Utah               8 
 Washington, DC 2 
 West Virginia  1 
 Wisconsin  2 
  
 
 OTHER COUNTRIES 
  

Australia  1  
Canada   2 

 China   2 
France   1  
Russia   1 
Scotland  1 

 South Korea  2 
 Switzerland  1 
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MUSIC AND SOCIAL STUDIES 

 
 
 
4th Grade Utah Core Curriculum Standard II, Objective 1.c.:  Explore cultural influences from 
various groups found in Utah today (e.g., food, music, religion, dress, festivals). 
 
4th Grade Utah Core Curriculum Standard II, Objective 3:  Investigate the development of the 
economy of Utah.   
 
6th Grade Core Writing Standards – Research to Build and Present Knowledge No. 7-9:  
Conduct short research projects, gather relevant information, and draw evidence from literary or 
informational texts . . . .  
 
Goal:   Students will discover and understand some of the ways the arts are integral to the economy of 

Utah.  Students can consider how the arts contribute to “a well-lived life.”   
 
Materials:    General research tools that may include 
 

Utah Creative Vitality Index 2012 (summary) – see page 3 for a list of occupations measured in 
this report from the Utah Division of Arts and Museums. There is not a more recent Index in a 
similar, easy to use format. 

http://heritage.utah.gov/wp-content/uploads/am_resources_utah_cvi_summary_2012.pdf?7988ed  
 
Activity:   The arts have been an important part of the history of Utah from the days of the earliest 

pioneers.  The Utah State Legislature recognizes this by annually funding professionals in the 
fields of symphony, opera, theater, dance and visual arts who present and perform for students 
in schools all around the state.  In addition to the cultural enrichment generated by the arts, 
artistic activity also generates significant economic benefit. 

 
When discussing the economy of Utah, explore the different ways the arts contribute to our 
State’s economy.  Some ideas to get you going include: 

 What jobs are done by artists or support the work of artists? 

 All those employed in the arts who live in Utah also spend money in Utah and pay taxes. 

 Consider admission fees paid by those who attend the arts.  Who gets that money? 

 Others not employed in the arts may actively participate and pay for lessons and materials. 
 

Assign this topic for a research report that argues either for  

 legislative funds for professional artist enrichment activities for Utah students, or  

 the development of a new theater on the west side of the valley. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

http://heritage.utah.gov/wp-content/uploads/am_resources_utah_cvi_summary_2012.pdf?7988ed
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MUSIC AND SOCIAL STUDIES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5th Grade Utah Core Curriculum Introduction:  Students should “discover” and “uncover” the story 
[of America],  with attention to the overarching concepts of global interconnectedness, the processes 
of continuity and change over time, the rights and responsibilities we all share, and the systems of 
power, authority, and governance we create. 
 
Goal:    Students will gain an understanding of music history in relation to U.S. history. 
 
Materials:   The table below; United States history chronology of important events; graph or plain paper; 
  colored markers or pencils  
 
Activity:   Create a timeline that compares the dates of composers and pieces on this program with 

important events in United States history.  Copy the table below for each student to work from.  
Suggest that each student pick two or three other United States cultural events of their choosing 
to include on the timeline. 

 
 
 
       Composition Date of 
Composer   Dates    Pieces Heard on This Program   
  
Berlioz   1803-1869   1830  Symphonie fantastique 
 
Mussorgsky  1839-1881   1867  Night on Bald Mountain 
 
Prokofiev  1891-1953   1946  Cinderella Suite 
 
Ravel   1875-1937   1911  Beauty and the Beast 
 
Stravinsky  1882-1971   1910  The Firebird 
 
Williams  1932 -     1991   Flight to Neverland 
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MUSIC AND SOCIAL STUDIES 
 

 
6th Grade Utah Core Curriculum Standard I, Objective 2.  Evaluate how  
religion has played a central role in human history from ancient times to today. 
  
 

6th Grade Utah Core Curriculum Standard II, Objective 4.  Explain the  
importance of the Renaissance as a rebirth of cultural and intellectual pursuits. 
  
 
 

Goal:    Students will gain an understanding of the role music played in the Renaissance  
  and its influence on the development of music in the periods that followed (Baroque,  
  Classical, Romantic, Modern) 
 
 

Materials: General research tools including the following 
 
   https://www.ducksters.com/history/renaissance/music_and_dance.php  
 
   https://online.kidsdiscover.com/unit/renaissance?ReturnUrl=/unit/renaissance  
 

   https://wiki.kidzsearch.com/wiki/Renaissance_music 
 
   http://bis7hum2renaissance.weebly.com/music.html  
 

     
 

  Listen to a Renaissance ensemble:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vxPB76pmWss  
Search for more Renaissance music on YouTube.  There will be lots to choose from. 

 
 

Activity: Prior to the Renaissance, sacred music predominated.  In the Renaissance period there was more 
freedom to explore musical possibilities of melody and harmony.  Choral and instrumental music 
began to flourish and secular music abounded.  The freedom that was a part of the Renaissance 
began an expansion of opportunities that in our contemporary times seems almost limitless. 

 

With this as background, assign this topic as a research report.  Here are some questions your 
students might want to write about.   
 

 What is the relationship between music and religion over time? 
 

 Who has had access to music – the chance to study music; the opportunity to play an 
instrument; the opportunity to perform music or hear it performed – through different periods in 
history? 

 

 Many elementary students get the chance to play recorders.  Do they know the recorder was an 
instrument from the Medieval through Baroque periods?  Would they have had the chance to 
learn to play it if they lived in these earlier time periods? 

 

 
  

https://www.ducksters.com/history/renaissance/music_and_dance.php
https://online.kidsdiscover.com/unit/renaissance?ReturnUrl=/unit/renaissance
https://wiki.kidzsearch.com/wiki/Renaissance_music
http://bis7hum2renaissance.weebly.com/music.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vxPB76pmWss
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MUSIC AND SOCIAL STUDIES 
 
 
 
 
6th Grade Utah Core Curriculum Standard III.  Students will understand how revolutions have had 
an impact on the modern world.   
 

When we think of revolution, we usually think of armed conflict leading to political changes.  We can also study  
revolution in music, considering two broad categories.   
 
 
 
 

1) One way music is revolutionary is when the sound of a style of music departs radically from what has 
been heard before.  Beethoven was considered a musical revolutionary because he composed in ways 
that were completely new and surprising to the audiences of his time. At the premiere of Stravinsky’s 
Rite of Spring, the audience reaction to both the choreography and the music started a riot! 

 
Some of the music from Stravinsky’s ballet The Firebird was a bit revolutionary at the time.  The Infernal 
Dance is one movement that some audience members found unsettling.  You can listen to it on the 
Storytelling in Music/Music PowerPoint. 

 
Many 20

th
 century composers “threw out the rules” about harmony and rhythm that centuries of music 

had accustomed us to expect.   The results often left listeners feeling lost, and sometimes betrayed.  
Can your students identify some elements of music that would make this sound revolutionary?  In this 
piece, Stravinsky has written rhythms that make it very difficult to keep track where the strong beat of 
each measure is.   

 
Can your students think of current examples of popular music that were so new and different that it 
surprised a lot of people?  Assign them the task of interviewing family members to get their opinions and 
some historical perspective and have a class discussion about the responses.  

 
 
 
 
 

2) Another way music can be revolutionary is when the manner in which performers and their audiences 
interact changes.   Here are some ideas to get your students thinking about these interactions. 

 Music for the royals and upper class only 

 Music for more general audiences but only through the sponsorship of wealthy patrons 

 Musicians casting off patronage and producing concerts on their own, finding publishers and 
receiving pay for compositions; taking students on for pay 

 Societies of musicians gathering together to promote each other’s works 

 Popular styles of music (rock and roll) in which there is interchange between audience and 
performers 

 The use of digital technologies like Garage Band and the Internet 
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GLOSSARY 
 
 

 Articulation:  the transition or continuity between multiple notes or sounds (different degrees of the 
sound being connected or not to the next note); how we get from one note to the next 
 

 Beat:  The pulse of the music, which then is the basis for listening for the strong and weak beats to 
determine the meter.  The beat can get faster or slower by changing the tempo.   

 

 Countermelody:  A secondary melody that serves to both add harmony to a primary melody and be 
significant on its own. 

 

 Dynamics:  The volume; how loud or soft the music is. 
 

 Form:  The overall shape of the music; how it gets from the beginning to the end. Examples include 
verse-chorus; A-B-A; theme & variations; rondo. 

 

 Harmony:  The use of multiple notes or pitches at the same time.  As an element to listen for, we 
most often notice harmony in direct relation to the melody;” the melody invites a friend over to play.” 

 

 Melody:  The tune; “like taking a note out for a walk”. 
 

 Meter:  The arrangement of strong and weak beats, i.e., 3/4 or 4/4. 
 

 Rhythm:  How the notes are arranged in time, around the beat. 
 

 Syncopation:  an accented beat in a place where we don’t usually expect it.  For example, when 
there are four beats to a measure, beat one has the strongest emphasis; beat three the next 
strongest.  When the accent is given off these beats, it is syncopated and gets our attention. 

 

 Tempo:  The speed; how fast or slow the music is. 
 

 Texture:  The easiest way to listen for this is to think about the density of the music. When many 
instruments are playing, and you can’t pick out all of the individual instrument sounds, that is a thick 
texture. When just a few instruments are playing so you can easily hear them, that is a thin texture.  
Other musical elements of melody, harmony and rhythm can also contribute to the texture of music. 

 

 Timbre:  The particular sound of an instrument that distinguishes it from other instruments.  
 

 Tonality/Mode:  Scales that give music a tonal center like major, minor, blues.  Atonal music takes 
the tonal center away.   

 

 Unison:  when all instruments or voices sing the same pitch; the absence of harmony 
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Strings 
Strings are plucked, strummed or played 
with a bow made of wood and horsehair.  
They have carved wooden bodies and four 

strings. 
Violin Viola Cello Bass 

Woodwinds 
Air vibrates through woodwind  
instruments in order to make a sound.   
Most use a reed – a strip of cane for 
the air to vibrate against.  The  
flute and piccolo do not use 
reeds.  Air is blown across the  
opening in the mouthpiece. 
 

Brass 
Sound is made through the 
vibration of air in brass 
instruments as well.  In this 
case, a player’s lips make a 
buzzing noise to produce 
the sound.  Different 
pitches are created using 
valves, slides or a player’s 

lips.  

Trumpet 

Horn 

Trombone 

Tuba 

Percussion 
Percussion instruments make sound 
by being struck, rubbed, scraped or 
shaken.  There are hundreds of 
percussion instruments such as 
timpani, xylophones, triangle, and the 

gong.   

Other 
There are some instruments that aren’t easily 
categorized because while they share some 
characteristics with other instrument families 

they are different enough not to be included. 

Snare 

Cymbal 

Timpani 

Piano 

Instrument Families 

Flute Oboe Clarinet Bassoon 

Harp 
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Thank you for agreeing to help us evaluate our Utah Symphony school concerts.  We value your feedback about the concert 
and the materials meant to help you prepare the students.  Your comments will help us plan for future school concerts.   
 
I hope you find that having a discussion with your students adds to their learning experience.  You might want to use the 
questions below to help stimulate discussion among your students.  Your summary of their comments, as well as your own 
thoughts should be sent to Beverly Hawkins; Utah Symphony and Opera; 336 N 400 W; Salt Lake City, UT 84103; or you 
can e-mail them to bhawkins@utahsymphonyopera.org.   If you would like to discuss any of this by phone I can be reached 
at (801) 869-9092. 
 
If you have the time and your students would like to write us letters, we enjoy reading their comments and we also share 
them with the orchestra.   

 

Questions For Teachers 
 
 

 Strongly           Disagree            Somewhat              Agree             Strongly 
Disagree                                         Agree                                          Agree 

Concert programming was age 
appropriate 

     1                       2                      3                         4                       5 

The commentary was 
understandable and interesting 

     1                       2                      3                         4                       5 

The orchestra’s performance was of 
high quality 

     1                       2                      3                         4                       5 

My students were attentive and 
engaged during the performance 

     1                       2                      3                         4                       5 

This concert was a good use of 
classroom time  

     1                       2                      3                         4                       5 

The teacher materials were easy to 
access 

     1                       2                      3                         4                       5 

The Concert Preparation 
PowerPoint was helpful 

     1                       2                      3                         4                       5 

The Cross-Curricular Lesson Plans 
were helpful 

     1                       2                      3                         4                       5 

The Resources to Help You Teach 
document was helpful 

     1                       2                      3                         4                       5 

The Elements of Music PowerPoint 
was helpful 

     1                       2                      3                         4                       5    

 
Do you have any suggestions for how this concert experience could be improved? 
 
 
 
Do you have any suggestions for how the teacher materials could be improved? 
 
 
Questions for Students 
 
Can you name two things you liked about the concert?   

Did a family of instruments, or a particular instrument, have a sound that you really liked?   

Do you think you would like to play a musical instrument? 

If you already play an instrument, which one?   

Is there a question you still have about the concert or the music performed?   

 

 
   

   

mailto:bhawkins@utahsymphonyopera.org
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Utah Symphony’s Education Outreach Programs 

Be sure to check out our website at www.utahsymphonyopera.org, and click on the education link.  Check 
the listings by age group for all of our outreach programs.  You’ll find descriptions of the Utah Symphony 
School Concerts, 5th Grade Concerts, and Open Rehearsals as well as Utah Opera’s Who Wants to be an 
OPERA STAR?, Opera 101, Freeze Frame: Dr. Miracle and Opera Up Close.  Look for information about the 
Youth Guild, which entire families may join, as well as the Family Concert series and select Family Nights 
concerts, all intended for families. You’ll discover information about our teacher development courses, opera 
residencies and touring opera, “Music! Words! Opera!” summer teacher workshop, and student internships.  
You’ll learn about special offerings for secondary school students, such as “Opera-tunities Night,” when 
students can attend a final dress rehearsal of an opera.    

 
 
 

Funding for Utah Symphony | Utah Opera’s Education Programs: 
 

Performances in schools are supported through major grants from the Utah 
State Legislature through the Professional Outreach Programs in the 
Schools (POPS), and from the Elizabeth Brown Dee Fund for Music in the 
Schools. The following listing reflects contributions and commitments received 
between August, 2017 and August, 2018. 

 

 

Lawrence T. & Janet T. Dee Foundation Zions Bank 
Wells Fargo Foundation George Q. Morris Foundation 
B.W. Bastian Foundation Promontory Foundation 
Bertin Family Foundation Rocky Mountain Power Foundation 
Beesley Family Foundation Salt Lake City Arts Council 
Rodney H. & Carolyn Hansen Brady Charitable 
Foundation 

Simmons Family Foundation 

R. Harold Burton Foundation Sorenson Legacy Foundation 
Marie Eccles Caine Foundation-Russell Family State of Utah – Spike 150 Commission 
CBRE  U.S. Bank Foundation 
Castle Foundation Utah Autism Foundation 
Chevron Corporation Utah Symphony Guild 
Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC Wells Fargo Foundation 
Henry W. & Leslie M. Eskuche Foundation Donors to the “Evening with Renée Fleming” Gala  
Val A. Green & Edith D. Green Foundation Donors to the 2018 “Healthcare Night at the Symphony”  
Macy’s Donors to the Deer Valley

®
 Music Festival 15

th
 Anniversary “Barn 

Bash”  
McCarthey Family Foundation  

http://www.utahsymphonyopera.org/
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